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Yeah

Obsession is a young man's game
And it's made me feel to old
And far to young

I reach out for the unreachable
Ambition misguides me to the
Deepest of it

You know I couldn't do this for ever
Even though I said that I could

It is such a waste of energy
To pursue a girl smoothered in uncertainity

You'll never make up your mind
And life is far to short
And I don't think I owe you anymore

Yeahh

So I look onto the horizon
Got my eyes on other things
I don't think I want you anymore

Ohhh

This isn't me saying the way I was living was ok
Learnt my lesson their a thousand times or more

I've made such stronger bonds with the people around
me
Since I emptyied out all the the uglyness in my head

Maybe you're scared that I have finally realised
I'm ok with out you

It's such a waste of energy to pursue a girl
Smoothered in uncertainty

You'll never make up your mind
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And life is far to short
And I don't think I owe you anymore

So I look onto the horizon
Got my eyes on other things
I don't think I want you anymore

We all want what we can't have
We hold on to the pass untill it passes by us
I hold onto memories 
Until they become my enemy

Rat tat tat... 
Yeahhh
Rat tat tat

You'll never make up your mind
And life is far to short
And I don't think I owe you anymore

So I look onto the horizon
Got my eyes on other things
I don't think I want you anymore
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